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SERVER ENGINEERING INSIGHTS FOR
LARGE-SCALE ONLINE SERVICES

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

THE RAPID GROWTH OF ONLINE SERVICES IN THE LAST DECADE HAS LED TO THE

DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE DATA CENTERS TO HOST THESE WORKLOADS. THESE

LARGE-SCALE ONLINE, USER-FACING SERVICES HAVE UNIQUE ENGINEERING AND CAPACITY

PROVISIONING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. THE AUTHORS EXPLORE THESE REQUIREMENTS,

FOCUSING ON SYSTEM BALANCING, THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY TRENDS, AND THE

CHALLENGES OF ONLINE SERVICE WORKLOADS.

......In their insightful 2000 article,
Gray and Shenoy offered 22 rules of
thumb for designing data storage systems.1

Focusing primarily on database systems,
they evaluated how applications use process-
ors, storage, and networking resources and
used that information to derive ratios for bal-
anced system design and project how tech-
nology trends would affect performance
and price.

A decade later, there have been signifi-
cant changes in the information technology
landscape. Although stand-alone database
systems are still an important workload,
new distributed applications (such as search
engines, webmail, social networks, and soft-
ware-as-a-service [SaaS]) have emerged as
the next frontier of computing. Because of
their massive scale and high availability
requirements, online services run on large
scale-out server farms and require system
design principles to be applied not only at
the server level but also holistically at the
datacenter level.2 With large facilities includ-
ing tens of thousands of servers and requiring
tens of megawatts of power to host Internet
services 24/7/365, infrastructure designers
must consider factors such as workload

performance characteristics, power and cool-
ing efficiencies, and total cost of ownership
(TCO).

In addition to the emergence of a new
class of workloads, technology scaling has
aggressively progressed. Over the past de-
cade, the industry has witnessed a fundamen-
tal shift in the trends for microprocessors and
storage systems technology. Scalar perfor-
mance improvements for microprocessors
via continuous frequency scaling have
slowed, giving way to throughput perfor-
mance improvements via an increasing num-
ber of cores on each processor (CPU) chip.3

On the storage front, solid-state storage is
gradually complementing or displacing mag-
netic storage in several application scenarios.4

With the advent of new memory technolo-
gies such as phase-change memory, some
long-term projections now indicate that all
memory in computer systems could soon
be nonvolatile, especially considering
DRAM’s scaling limitations.5

In this article, we use a framework similar
to Gray and Shenoy’s to observe and study
balanced system design for servers hosting
large-scale Internet services. We base our
work on three key online services at
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Microsoft: Hotmail, the Cosmos framework
for distributed storage and analytics,6 and the
Bing search engine (see the ‘‘Representative
online services’’ sidebar). These services
host millions of users, occupy tens of

thousands of machines across several data
centers, and process petabytes of data.
More importantly, they represent the
requirements and trends across three differ-
ent classes of datacenter workloads.
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Representative online services
The three representative services used in this study are Microsoft’s

largest in terms of the number of deployed servers. In addition, their soft-

ware and hardware architectures reflect realistic constraints in available

technology, development and operations costs, and user patterns. Al-

though considering these applications under alternate assumptions

might be interesting, our study focuses on the lessons we can draw

from the current state of the art.

Hotmail
Hotmail represents Microsoft’s online email offering serving hundreds

of millions of users. Its workload characteristics fundamentally reduce to

retrieving data from stored mailboxes in response to user requests. Hot-

mail stores several petabytes of data spread across tens of thousands of

servers.

Hotmail is not only a large-scale application, but is also representative

of storage-bound three-tier services. To a certain extent, it can be con-

sidered a specialized, scaled version of a database system for online

transaction processing that hosts large amounts of data and serves nu-

merous random requests. Although we might expect some locality in a

single user’s requests, it is insignificant compared to the random nature

of metadata access and the multiplexing of I/O requests from many

users. The bulk of the request service burden falls on back-end servers

storing user mailboxes. The front-end and middle tiers are essentially

stateless external-facing servers that implement client connections, var-

ious mail-delivery protocols, and supplementary mail processing, such as

spam filtering. The back-end servers are significantly heavier weight

than the front-end and middle-tier servers and account for a much larger

server and design cost. We base our analysis on this most important

back-end tier, using a few representative servers. Since the servers

are load balanced, the selected servers represent the group as a

whole. A typical Hotmail storage server is a dual CPU socket machine

with two direct attached disks and an additional storage enclosure con-

taining up to 40 SATA drives in a RAID 1"0 configuration, with a large

portion of the disk drives striped for mailbox metadata (SQL) lookup, typ-

ically the IOPS intensive portion of the back-end tier.

Cosmos
Cosmos is a highly parallelized data storage and analysis engine sim-

ilar to Dryad.1 It is representative of large-scale data analysis applica-

tions including MapReduce2 and Hadoop (http://lucene.apache.org/

hadoop), parallel databases,3 and other distributed and streaming

programming paradigms used to process massive amounts of data.

Cosmos essentially implements a distributed data storage and compu-

tation platform on a single tier of servers. The Cosmos cluster used in

production consists of several tens of thousands of servers and is

under relatively high load, serving a job stream that almost never runs

dry. We chose half a dozen servers from the production pool to study

the performance metrics. Typical servers are dual CPU socket machines

with 16 to 24 Gbytes of memory and up to four SATA disks.

Bing
Bing is an Internet search application that performs Web crawling,

index management, and query lookup. The Bing architecture consists

of a front-end tier of user-facing servers with query caches, a middle

tier of query distributors and aggregators, and a back-end tier of index

lookup servers.

Similarly to Hotmail and Cosmos, the Bing deployment scale consists

of several tens of thousands of servers. An important differentiating fac-

tor is that Bing represents an emerging class of latency-critical three-

tiered services, such as social networks and many online gaming frame-

works. Such services typically implement a distributed storage scheme

using the main memories of thousands of servers in the data center

to avoid the high latency of frequent disk accesses. This trend is evident

in the popularity of distributed memory frameworks such as memcached.

Note that memory-based storage for huge volumes of data is impractical

in the absence of large, scale-out facilities due to hardware limitations.

Traditional stand-alone databases either use disk arrays to provide high-

bandwidth access to large volumes of data, or in-memory structures to

provide low-latency access to small data collections.

Our study focuses on Bing’s primary workhorses—the back-end tier

servers used for index lookup. These servers are sized such that much

of the index can be allocated in memory and disk lookups are avoided

for most queries. Most of the servers used in past deployments have

been commodity servers with dual CPU socket, about 2 to 3 Gbytes

per core of DRAM, and two to four SATA disks.
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Performance data collection
We obtained performance data from mul-

tiple production servers actively hosting the
three online services subject to real user work-
loads. We refer to this performance data as
production data. While we collected perfor-
mance data using different mechanisms
across the various online services, we abstract
out these details for the purpose of presenta-
tion and reduce the data to the common,
relevant metrics required for our analysis.

Additionally, we obtained the applications’
source code in a form that could be executed
on our lab servers. Although this code differed
slightly from the production versions, it pre-
served the key computational characteristics
and let us stress the applications with
increased workloads per server. The stress
tests let us study the server performance
when operating at its peak capacity rather
than the lower workload seen in production
servers due to overprovisioning. The perfor-
mance data from the lab setup is referred to
as stressed data. We did not study network
performance in the stressed tests as these are
scaled down to one or a few machines.

Both the production and stressed perfor-
mance data include performance counters

that characterize the CPU usage, privileged
CPU usage, disk space used, disk throughput,
queue lengths, network data rates, output
queue lengths, memory space used, and mem-
ory bandwidth when needed. We processed
the raw data to extract various statistics such
as temporal averages and relevant ratios.
Due to space restrictions, we only present
summarized data relevant to key observations.

Server technology scaling for online
services

The first part of Gray and Shenoy’s study
focused on basic technology trends for process-
ors, memory, and storage. Most observations
are still valid. The transistor count for processor
and memory chips still quadruples every three
years as predicted by Moore’s law. Hard disk
capacity scales at a similar rate.7 However,
the past decade has seen some significant tech-
nology shifts. Due to power constraints, pro-
cessor clock frequency and single-thread
performance (latency) have nearly flattened
(see Figure 1). The increasing transistor counts
are now used for more processor cores per chip
(bandwidth). Processors now follow the same
trend as memory and hard disks, for which la-
tency improvements lag significantly behind
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bandwidth improvements.7 At the same time,
the lack of significant latency improvements
for hard disks is motivating the use of nonvola-
tile memory (flash) devices for main storage.4

Although more expensive per bit of storage,
flash devices might be advantageous in terms
of cost performance.

With these trends inmind, let’s look at how
the three online services use CPU, memory,
disk storage, and networking. Table 1 shows
the use of CPU, memory bandwidth, and
disk bandwidth in lab tests, which saturate
the servers using heavy input load scenarios.
These results indicate the server component
that determines themaximumperformance at-
tainable from eachmachine. Table 2 shows the
average utilization of memory and storage
components observed in production environ-
ments. These results represent the typical use
of servers and their components.We calculated
disk bandwidth use based on the maximum
disk bandwidth that the server can achieve
for the common block size used by each appli-
cation.Note that the raw disk bandwidth avail-
able varies significantly across services because
the corresponding servers include a different
number of hard disks. Our stress tests did
not exercise the network interfaces, hence we
do not report network bandwidth.

For Bing and Cosmos, the maximumCPU
utilization reported by the operating system
during stress tests reaches almost 90 percent
or higher, indicating that processors saturate

first (Table 1, column 2). Since for many on-
line services, processor utilization above 80 per-
cent is often undesirable because it impacts
quality of service (request latency), the overall
service deployment is often provisioned to
keep average CPU utilization at moderate lev-
els, typically in the 40 to 60 percent range.
Looking at hardware counter statistics for
cycles per instruction (CPI) and cache miss
rate per instruction (MPI), Bing exhibits mod-
est CPI rates and frequent main memory
accesses. Cosmos is similar to data-mining
database workloads with low CPI and stream-
ingmemory accesses. Hotmail accesses most of
its data from disk and hence memory band-
width is not of interest for this service.

Bing preloads most of the index in mem-
ory to avoid slow disk accesses and thus re-
duce query execution latency. Consequently,
Bing fully utilizes the available DRAM capac-
ity (Table 2, column 2). Bing and Cosmos are
not bound by memory bandwidth, so the
multiple integrated memory controllers in
modern processors are far from being a bottle-
neck (Table 1, column 3). This is the case be-
cause Bing is limited by the latency of main
memory accesses, whereas Cosmos performs
a significant amount of computation on its
input data. Bing uses disk storage primarily
for logging, while Cosmos uses it for storing
distributed data sets. Neither application is
bottlenecked by the network and disk band-
widths (Table 2, columns 5 and 6).
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Table 1. Processor, memory bandwidth, and disk bandwidth
use under stress testing (in percentages).

Service CPU utilization Memory bandwidth Disk bandwidth

Hotmail 67 N/A 71

Cosmos 88 1.6 8

Bing 97 5.8 36

Table 2. Average utilization of memory, storage, and networking resources during
production runs over a one-week period (in percentages).

Service

Main memory

capacity

Memory

bandwidth

Disk

capacity

Disk

bandwidth

Network

bandwidth

Hotmail 92 N/A 75 0.91 27

Cosmos 39 1.1 52 0.68 9

Bing 88 1.8 30 1.10 10
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Hotmail places more emphasis on storage
performance than Bing and Cosmos. Under
stress tests (Table 1), the processors reach 67
percent utilization but performance is ulti-
mately limited by the bandwidth utilization
of the disk array holding the mailbox meta-
data and messages. For the data portion of
the hard disks, we observed up to 71 percent
utilization on a random I/O access pattern.
Note that the average disk subsystem band-
width utilization in a production envi-
ronment is measured over longer time
durations and hence tends to be orders of
magnitude lower than peak values. For in-
stance, the maximum observed bandwidth
utilization is around 70 percent of the max-
imum theoretical bandwidth for Hotmail,
while the average utilization is 0.91 percent.
This difference is due to long periods of low
user activity (such as at night). Table 4
presents the difference between average and
peak utilizations. Hotmail also uses network
bandwidth significantly better than the other
services, but without being limited by net-
working. It is worth noting that even though
Hotmail is storage bound during peak loads,
it uses up most of its available memory ca-
pacity because Hotmail metadata is managed
using an SQL database, which can leverage
available memory for its caches.

We now examine how the two CPU-
bound services—Bing and Cosmos—interact
with processor scaling trends. Figure 2 shows
that the performance, measured in terms of

throughput, for both services improves with
higher clock frequency at a linear factor of
90 percent. We observe flattening only
at the highest clock frequencies (3 GHz).
Nevertheless, clock frequency scaling is be-
coming increasingly difficult due to the
higher power consumption and higher cost
of high-frequency components. The trend
is now toward scaling the number of cores
per chip. Both services can benefit from
this trend as they scale almost perfectly
with the number of cores (linear factors of
95 and 80 percent, respectively). We also
studied the impact of the size of last-level
caches (multimegabyte L3 caches) and
found that halving the cache sizes doesn’t sig-
nificantly affect either service.8 Bing’s work-
ing set extends beyond the last-level cache
and memory access is required anyway,
whereas Cosmos can stream data equally
well using smaller caches. This behavior can
also serve as an interesting input to processor
architects and could help properly size the
shared and dedicated caches allocated to
multiple cores. Reddi et al. present addi-
tional details on frequency scaling’s impact
and an in-depth analysis of processor stalls
with respect to Bing.8 Thus, we observe that:

Observation 1. Online services scale well
with an increasing number of cores. Since
memory bandwidth was not a bottleneck
in our studies, and most online services
serve multiple parallel user requests, scaling
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of workload throughput with an increasing
number of cores should continue.

For memory and storage systems, an
emerging trend is solid-state, nonvolatile de-
vices. Devices such as flash provide a sweet
spot between the cost for storage and access
latency: flash is less expensive than DRAM
but orders of magnitude faster than disk
drives for random access read workloads.
The cost ratios for DRAM to flash to disk
are roughly 100:10:1, while the latency ratios
are 1:5,000:1,000,000. However, the pre-
dominant question here is how exactly can
flash feature in low-cost scale-out deploy-
ments for online services.

First, it can replace high-end SAS 15K-
RPM drives for the I/O-intensive portions
of an application. For instance, the metadata
accesses in Hotmail can be served by databases
stored in solid-state devices (SSDs) to provide
higher IOPS and lower power consumption
for random lookups. Nevertheless, Hotmail
exhibits high utilization of disk capacity.
Hence, we must also consider flash’s impact
on the TCO for the data center. Since flash
is more expensive per bit than disk, we must
use a metric that quantifies performance per
dollar (such as queries per second [QPS] per
dollar) for the entire data center to determine
if flash will significantly improve efficiency.

Flash can also act as an intermediate tier
between main memory and disk. This helps
latency-sensitive applications that preload
data into memory from the disk, as in the
case of Bing where SSDs can serve as mem-
ory extension buffers. However, flash’s ac-
cess latency is still much higher than that
of DRAM and hence, flash cannot directly
replace memory. Its introduction into
high-volume, commodity server farms will
require careful consideration of the service

cost to handle data movement between layers
to optimize performance, reliability, and
TCO in a scale-out scenario. Furthermore,
the services might need to explicitly manage
data movement between memory, flash, and
disk depending on the dataset size and access
patterns. Hence, we also observe that:

Observation 2. Flash storage will emerge as
a memory extension pool for many online
services as it mitigates I/O access latencies
at a lower cost per bit than DRAM.

Server system balance for online services
We now focus on the system balance for

online services using Gray and Shenoy’s
framework for database systems. We compute
ratios similar to their rules 11, 12 and 131:

# Rule 11. Amdahl’s revised balanced sys-
tem law states that a system needs
8 MIPS/Mbytes per second (MBps)
I/O, but the instruction rate and I/O
must be measured for the relevant work-
load. Sequential workloads tend to have
lower CPI than random workloads.

# Rule 12. The memory size to instruc-
tions ratio (Mbytes/MIPS, denoted
Alpha) is rising from 1 to 4 and this
trend will continue.

# Rule 13. Random I/Os happen about
once each 50,000 instructions. The in-
struction count is higher for sequential
I/O (since more data is accessed within
each sequential I/O).

Table 3 shows the ratios discussed in these
three rules for the online services studied. We
collected the performance data using servers
that are dual-socket, quad-core machines
(eight cores total) and include two to four
disks for Bing and Cosmos and larger disk
arrays for Hotmail. We calculated the core
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Table 3. Design ratios for system balancing rules.

Application

MIPS/

core

Disk read

MBps/

core

Disk read

IOPS/

core

Instructions/

I/O byte

Memory

MBps/

Core

MIPS/

disk

MBps

MIPS/

memory

MBps

Mbytes/

MIPS

Instructions/

disk I/O

Amdahl 1 8 1.0 50,000

Hotmail 1,059 0.32 20.88 3,271 N/A 3,271 N/A 1.9 50,734,894

Cosmos 3,698 0.24 0.84 15,173 40.9 15,173 724 0.2 4,402,872,260

Bing 1,849 0.17 1.40 10,643 145.8 10,643 101 1.1 1,323,224,579
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CPI for the purposes of calculating the MIPS
and memory bandwidth from the stress runs,
and we believe it is a fair representation of
production workloads. Since the performance
counter values change with time, we use the
average plus two standard deviations as a rep-
resentative measure for the maximum metric
for all variables considered. The quad-issue
processors used in this study can execute
about 10 billion instructions per second.

As column 7 in Table 3 shows, the pro-
cessor instructions to disk bandwidth ratio
for Bing and Cosmos is several orders of
magnitude higher than the Amdahl value
of 8 for database systems. This behavior is
primarily due to these services’ design,
which has them pre-allocate their data in
memory before processing it to achieve better
latency and throughput than if the data were
accessed from disk. This design choice is not
shared with the throughput-oriented work-
loads studied by Gray and Shenoy, where
disk latency was acceptable. Hence, the pro-
cessor instructions to memory bandwidth
ratio (Table 3, column 8) might be a more
important metric for these online services.
The MIPS to memory MBps ratio is lower,
but still an order of magnitude greater than
the MIPS to disk MBps ratio for databases.
An obvious conclusion is that these online
services are performing more processing
than database systems. To some extent the
ratios are affected by the fact that the appli-
cation design and server configurations
were optimized to match the available com-
modity hardware, but the difference from
databases is large enough to imply that the
characteristics of online services are funda-
mentally different from those of databases.
Part of the reason that the achieved MIPS
rating is high is that Bing and Cosmos use
data compression on memory and disk
data, respectively, causing extra processing

on compression and decompression, a design
choice again motivated by storage require-
ment growth projections.

Gray and Shenoy’s note in rule 11 regard-
ing CPI being lower for sequential workloads
still applies. The Cosmos service, which per-
forms predominantly sequential processing,
has higher MIPS than Bing and Hotmail,
which access data randomly. Hotmail is
I/O dependent and therefore exhibits lower
MIPS and a one order of magnitude lower
MIPS to disk MBps ratio than Bing and
Cosmos. Nevertheless, its MIPS to disk
MBps ratio differs significantly from
Amdahl’s ratio of 8 for databases.

The system design implication then is that
the correct Amdahl value for online applica-
tion servers differs across workloads. For in-
stance, according to rule 11 for databases,
we would need about 1,250 MBps of disk
bandwidth per core. In an online services sce-
nario that uses commodity SATA disk drives
with roughly 100 MBps sustained sequential
bandwidth, this implies using about 96 disk
drives for each dual-socket quad-core server.
The actual number of disks used is in fact
much smaller because the ratios are very dif-
ferent for these services, especially for those
that use the main memory of thousands of
servers as the primary data buffer. In a classic
database system, the data set is significantly
larger than the amount of memory available,
hence the disk bandwidth and ratio of MIPS
to disk MBps continues to be important. For
example, consider the recent measurement of
the TPC-E workload, which performs well
on a system with 16 processors, 96 cores,
and approximately 900 15K-RPM disk
drives—a core-to-disk ratio of about 10 (see
http://www.tpc.org/tpce/results/tpce_result_
detail.asp?id=109110201). This suggests that
the MIPS/MBpsI/O for conventional data-
base workloads is still similar to previously
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Table 4. Average and maximum resource usage ratios.

Disk MBps/core MIPS/disk MBps

Application MIPS/core Avg+2Sigma Max Avg+2Sigma Max

Amdahl 1 8 8

Hotmail 1,059 0.32 25.22 3,271 42

Cosmos 3,698 0.24 2.73 15,173 1,357

Bing 1,849 0.17 5.73 10,643 323
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observed Amdahl values. You can find a
detailed study of database workloads in data-
center environments elsewhere.9

Hence, we can state rule 11 for balanced
systems for the widely variant online services
type workloads as:

Observation 3. While the ratio of
MIPS/MBpsI/O varies significantly across
workloads, the ratio is at least two orders
of magnitude higher for online services
than for database systems. Moreover, for ser-
vices that use distributed main memory
structures as the primary data storage, the
MBpsI/O measured should be based on
memory I/O rather than disk I/O.

The alpha ratio of 1 noted in rule 12 still
holds. Gray and Shenoy predicted the ratio
would rise from 1 to 4 because systems
were expected to use larger memories as
disk I/O continued to become more pre-
cious.1 Indeed, disk I/O has become more
precious and memory sizes have continued
to grow, so much so that most of the data
accessed by Bing and Cosmos is preloaded
to memory for data processing. And yet, con-
trary to what was believed 10 years ago, the
alpha ratio has not grown from 1 to 4 for
online services. The key reason for this devi-
ation is the growth of thread-level parallelism
due to the increasing number of cores in pro-
cessor chips. Hence, the overall available
MIPS per CPU socket has increased dispro-
portionately faster than expected. We can
therefore state that:

Observation 4. The fast rise in available
MIPS per CPU socket has effectively com-
pensated for the rise in memory size, main-
taining the alpha ratio near 1.

Considering rule 13, we again note that
because Bing and Cosmos services maintain
much of their data in memory, comparing
the number of instructions per disk I/O to
the corresponding values for databases is
not appropriate. Moreover, computing a sim-
ilar ratio with respect to memory I/Os is not
feasible because the main memory systems
use random access devices and the concept
of counting the number of I/Os or drawing
a distinction between random and sequential
is not relevant. Still, we report the

instructions per disk I/Os for these services
for completeness. Instead of the previously
reported 50k instructions per I/O, the cores
here can execute more than a billion instruc-
tions for every disk I/O for Bing and Cos-
mos. Even for Hotmail, which is disk
bound, the instructions per disk I/O differ
significantly from Gray and Shenoy’s
reported values.1

Datacenter provisioning
and cost considerations

More than a decade ago, single server bal-
ances were crucial for the scale-up applica-
tions that were prevalent. Given the nature
of the large-scale online services of this de-
cade, it is now important to emphasize
both the overall datacenter balance and the
server system balance.

The overprovisioning dilemma
Online services have unique requirements

since the workload is driven by user demand.
For instance, planned and unplanned peaks
can occur in Bing usage depending on
major news events around the world.
Hence, the datacenter designer must decide
whether to provision for peak usage, allowing
best-case performance for infrequent events,
or for average usage, resulting in reduced per-
formance during peak loads. Because both
cost and performance are crucial, a simple
provisioning guideline is unlikely to emerge
and the datacenter designer must make con-
scious design choices to manage this dilemma.
To illustrate this point, we present the
MIPS/MBps ratio for the selected online ser-
vices using average plus twice the standard
deviation (Avg"2Sigma) and peak values
(Max) in Table 4. An order of magnitude dif-
ference exists between the peak and average
ratios among these services. Most notably
for Bing, the peak and average usages are far
apart, with a MIPS to disk MBps ratio of
10,643 at Avg"2Sigma compared to a ratio
of 323 at maximum disk throughput.
Note that the use of Avg"2Sigma data cap-
tures the typical peak usage and ignores rarely
observed maximum values as outliers. Other
studies have also reported that the CPU use
of servers in data centers rarely exceeds 20
percent.10 However, a datacenter operator
must also consider the effects of the
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maximum peaks that might be encountered,
since such scenarios can lead to overutilization
of the datacenter power budget (if all servers
were to peak simultaneously), causing a ser-
vice outage. In such situations, the operator
must consciously decide to allocate datacenter
power based on server operating points.

More extensive research is required to de-
termine a sweet spot between the average and
peak values that can act as the efficient oper-
ating point for the data center with tolerable
peak performance. For instance, application
throttling can help reduce performance dur-
ing peak demand and server/rack-level
power-capping mechanisms can counter the
threat of service outage due to peak usage.
Power-control policies combined with cau-
tious overprovisioning will be crucial in that
scenario. Elastic alternatives where provi-
sioned resources can be dynamically allocated,
such as using a private cloud infrastructure to
cohost a large pool of services, can alleviate
this problem for certain online services. Al-
though cloud infrastructures are currently in
a nascent stage, the need for dynamic provi-
sioning felt by most online services will likely
make such shared larger-scale data centers
more attractive in the future.

Hence, we also observe that:

Observation 5. Designers currently handle
the large dynamic range of workload varia-
tions by considering the worst-case peak
behavior observed for an online service.
The future will likely show better control
techniques that allow for optimal balance
between server power and delivered perfor-
mance, and a growth in shared cloud infra-
structures that allow dynamic resource
provisioning for individual services.

Reliability and availability using commodity
data storage

Data storage designs, including both data-
bases and online services, must address storage
reliability and build in redundancy to accom-
modate failures. Gray and Shenoy noted that
the ratio between disk capacity and disk band-
width was increasing by 10 times per decade,1

suggesting that mirroring will become more
important than RAID5. This ratio has con-
tinued to increase over the past decade.
They noted disks with 70 Gbytes capacity,

25 MBps transfer rates, and 10 ms access
times.1 Current SATA drives offer 2 Tbytes
with 70 MBps bandwidth. Thus, capacity
has increased by 28 times, while bandwidth
has improved by 2.5 times, sustaining the
expected 10 times increase in the capacity to
bandwidth ratio. Disk access times have not
changed much and currently range from 2
to 15 ms. It is clear that disk bandwidth
continues to be more important than storage
capacity, tilting the balance further in favor of
mirroring over RAID5.

In our study of Microsoft’s large-scale on-
line services, including the three examined
here, we found that RAID5 has completely
disappeared. Although many of the array
controllers in the deployed servers support
RAID5, the applications did not use it due
to its slower write throughput and longer
disk rebuild times. Even when the applica-
tion had to store a significant amount of
cold data, designers often mixed the cold
data with hot data to reduce the strain on
I/O bandwidth rather than move it to slower
RAID5 storage to save space.

Mirroring and striping, on the other hand,
has become ubiquitous. It was used in several
instances in the broader set of applications
considered for this article, at the disk control-
ler layer via RAID1"0 and more often at the
application layer through replication. Appli-
cation-layer replication methods, such as
SQL server replication, protect against server
hardware and software faults in addition to
disk failures. The sustained increase in storage
capacity has thus allowed application design-
ers to build in increased redundancy to pro-
tect against failure modes other than those
addressed by RAID alone. Furthermore,
many applications use replication to increase
throughput, a natural design technique that
was expected to have emerged due to the
slower increase in data transfer rates com-
pared to storage capacities. Although not
observed in the applications we studied,
space-efficient approaches, such as RAID5
and similar techniques implemented in soft-
ware, will likely remain relevant for applica-
tions storing predominantly cold data, such
as long-term archives.

Online services have also begun using
georeplication. Historically, companies pro-
tected against the loss of an entire enterprise
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location by periodically shipping tape or disk
backups; today, large online services can use
near real-time georeplication. This allows,
at least in theory, a hot-swap of an entire en-
terprise facility in case of inclement weather,
war, or major infrastructure breakdown.
Fundamentally, the large scale-out nature of
services, which extend their deployment be-
yond servers in a single enterprise facility,
and higher network bandwidths make this
possible. Much georeplication today aims
to reduce network latency for users spread
across widely separated geographic locations.
While sufficient redundant capacity might
not be provisioned for the failure of an entire
data center at this point (implying that a hot-
swap might not currently work in practice),
current trends suggest that such redundant
capacity will likely become more feasible
over time. With cloud computing infrastruc-
tures now offering georeplication (see http://
www.microsoft.com/windowsazure), its use
will likely become an integral part of many
scale-out applications, even for smaller-scale
enterprise applications that would not have
found multiple facilities economically feasi-
ble when hosted individually. Georeplication
can thus be seen as a potentially valuable
technology transfer from massively scale-out
large applications to smaller commodity on-
line services.

We therefore observe that:

Observation 6. The constantly increasing
storage capacity to bandwidth ratio has
marginalized the use of RAID5 while mir-
roring and replication are increasingly
being used to provide data reliability for on-
line services. The use of georeplication is like-
ly to increase for online services, since it not
only improves latency for geography-specific
user content delivery but also provides fault
tolerance against additional failure modes.

Datacenter cost balance
We also evaluate the trade-off between

various datacenter platforms based on bal-
anced servers that deliver a different absolute
amount of compute power. Such platforms
differ in the number of sockets, cores, and
DRAM channels within a server. For each
platform type, factors such as power, price,
and performance play key roles in

determining a given service’s effectiveness.
When extrapolated to large-scale datacenter
deployments, we consider the ratio of scale-
up (compute capacity within a server) to
scale-out (compute capacity distributed
across servers) that will provide the most eco-
nomical outcome, while still meeting the key
system balance ratios discussed earlier.

For our analysis of the Bing service, we
consider four types of scale-up platforms,
ranging from single-processor to eight-
processor servers. We scaled-out (multiply
deployed) each server type in a data center
server farm. We projected performance,
power, and datacenter operating costs for
each scenario based on system pricing data
available online from large server vendors.
We used a publicly available cost model to
derive the datacenter’s TCO.11 The model
assumes $200 million in facility costs based
on 15 megawatts of critical power with a
datacenter power usage efficiency of 1.7.
The model amortizes power distribution
and cooling infrastructure costs over
15 years and the purchase cost of servers
over three years. We sized the servers used
for the analysis to satisfy the key ratios
shown in Table 3, relating the memory and
storage capacities and bandwidth to processor
performance. Table 5 shows the performance,
capital expenses, and operating expenses for
these four server types, with one to eight
CPU sockets. We derived the relative perfor-
mance from the data used in Figure 2 for per-
formance scaling with the number of cores.
Because networking equipment costs tend to
be insignificant compared to the server costs
in data centers, we do not consider them here.

The above analysis shows that at this point,
dual-socket platforms offer the most compel-
ling proposition for overall throughput-
per-TCO dollar. This is primarily influenced
by pricing effects for CPUs targeted at different
market segments and the server infrastructure
(motherboard, memory, power supplies, chas-
sis, and so on) needed to support the available
compute capability. CPU chips for single- and
dual-processor systems fall in the same price
range, but chips for multiprocesoor machines
are approximately two to four times more ex-
pensive. The primary reason for this pricing
difference is that multiprocessor CPUs are
much more complex to design and validate,
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and have larger die sizes (because of the bigger
caches and additional cores) and more expen-
sive packages. Additionally, motherboards for
larger systems have expandability options for
several DIMMand I/O slots and hence require
larger boards with multiple routing layers and
appropriately sized power supplies—all of
which increase complexity and system cost.

CPU andmemory power dominate the sys-
tem power (50 percent range for all platforms
considered). In addition, the proportion of
CPU price to system price significantly
increases with number of sockets in the server.

The interesting observation for server scale-
up is that as the compute capacity per server is
doubled, the performance scales near-linearly
but the power and price rise much faster.
This effectively diminishes the value of adding
additional compute capacity per server. For
example, going from a single-processor to an
eight-processor server increases performance
by 5.6 times, but incurs a power penalty of
8.5 times and a price penalty of 14.8 times,
making it unattractive to design scale-up sys-
tems for such scale-out friendly services.

Essentially, the TCO analysis shows that
given current component pricing trends, it
is most economical to scale the hardware
infrastructure using a large server farm of
commodity, dual-socket platforms, versus a
smaller set of scale-up platforms. Although

the exact configuration of a commodity
server can change over time, we expect this
observation to hold.

Overall, we can summarize our observa-
tions for economical systems design as:

Observation 7. Power and price should in-
crease at a rate equal to or less than the
rate at which performance increases as we
scale up the compute capacity in each server
of the scale-out system.

A corollary of this observation is the fol-
lowing. In efficient server designs, the sys-
tem’s power and cost should be primarily
influenced by the key components (CPU,
memory, and storage) determining service
performance and not by the remaining server
infrastructure. In other word, for a service
like Bing, the ratio of CPU"memory
power/cost to system power/cost should
tend to 1. This essentially implies that the
power and cost of peripheral system infra-
structure components, such as chip sets and
boards, be kept minimal.

A lthough many of Gray and Shenoy’s
observations for databases hold for

online workloads, significant differences
exist. First, online services achieve scalable
throughput using scale-out server farms,
making latency a primary design concern for
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Table 5. Datacenter total cost of ownership (TCO) calculations for various server types.

Single-processor Dual-processor Multiprocessor server

Feature server server 4 processors 8 processors

CPUs 1 2 4 8

Cores per server 6 12 32 64

Memory 12 24 64 128

Drives 2 3 8 16

CPU+Mem power (as the percentage

of system power)

42 55 62 62

CPU+Mem price (as the percentage

of system price)

42 59 67 65

Relative price 1.0 1.5 7.3 14.8

Relative power 1.0 1.5 4.2 8.5

Relative performance 1.0 2.0 3.5 5.6

Normalized throughput 0.79 1.00 0.65 0.52

Normalized TCO 0.99 1.00 1.47 1.49

Throughput/TCO (normalized to a

dual processor)

0.80 1.00 0.45 0.35
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the server unit. Hence, the memory system
increasingly determines a server unit’s balance.
Second, online services shift cost and power
considerations from a single server to the entire
data center. Hence, balanced servers must be
based on low-cost, commodity components
that efficiently amortize the price and power
overheads of the baseline server design.

Given the diversity and dynamic nature of
user-facing services, significant work remains
to understand and optimize their operation.
Exploiting new solid-state storage technologies
and managing the trade-offs between peak and
average usage are two examples of challenges
that will likely change both the services’ soft-
ware structure and the nature of the hardware
infrastructure hosting these services. MICRO
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